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U.S. Interests in Taiwan

The Taiwan Strait is probably one of the most dangerous flashpoints in world politics today because the Taiwan issue could realistically trigger an all-out war between two nuclear-armed great powers, the United States and People’s Republic of China (PRC). Since 1949, cross-strait tensions, rooted in the Chinese civil war between Chiang Kai-shek’s Nationalist Party (KMT) and Mao Zedong’s Communist Party (CCP), have been contentious and, at times, highly militarized. As will be discussed in Chapter 2, the Taiwan Strait crises in 1954, 1958, 1995-96, and 2003-06 brought the PRC, Taiwan, and the United States closely to the brink of war. In each of these episodes, however, rational restraint prevailed due to America’s superior power influence to prevent both sides from upsetting the tenuous cross-strait status quo.

Indeed, having an abiding interest in a peaceful resolution of the Taiwan Strait conflict, Washington has always assumed a pivotal role in deterring both Taipei and Beijing from aggressions and reckless behaviors. U.S. leaders seek to do this through the maintenance of a delicate balance: acknowledging the one-China principle, preserving the necessary ties to defend Taiwan’s freedom and security while insisting that all resolutions must be peaceful and consensual. The Richard Nixon, Jimmy Carter, and Ronald Reagan administrations formalized these commitments in the three U.S.-China Joint Communiqués of 1972, 1979, and 1982, the Taiwan Relations Act of 1979, and the Six Assurances of 1982. In February 2000, President Bill Clinton, referring to Taiwan’s democracy, insisted that cross-strait differences must also be resolved with the assent of the Taiwanese people. Yet, Beijing and Taipei each perceives Washington’s ambivalent stance as opportunistic and calculating. While China sees America as implicitly encouraging Taiwanese independence to keep China divided and weak, Taiwan feels insecure that the United States will sacrifice the island’s democratic and political interests to appease China. After all, Taipei remembers vividly
how America severed diplomatic ties with Taiwan in 1979 in order to reconcile with Beijing to counterbalance the Soviet Union.

Nonetheless, following his inauguration as Taiwan’s new president in May 2008, Ma Ying-jeou of the KMT has pledged to reverse his predecessors’ hardline mainland policy and to reengage Beijing under the rubric of the 1992 consensus. The PRC president Hu Jintao responded favorably to Ma’s overture. As a result, cross-strait confrontations have greatly subsided, and the two sides reached various economic and technological accords. In June 2010, Taipei and Beijing signed the Economic Cooperation Framework Agreement (ECFA) to deepen bilateral economic integration and cultural exchanges. Welcoming these peaceful developments, President Barack Obama, in a joint statement with Hu Jintao, remarked:

We also applauded the steps that the People’s Republic of China and Taiwan have already taken to relax tensions and build ties across the Taiwan Strait. Our own policy, based on the three U.S.-China Communiqués and the Taiwan Relations Act, supports the further development of these ties—ties that are in the interest of both sides, as well as the broader region and the United States.

Notwithstanding these positive attitudes, the current peaceful trends do not eliminate the deep-seated antagonism between China and Taiwan and their mutual lack of trust toward the United States.

China has never renounced the use of force to reunify with Taiwan; in fact, Beijing’s military preparations and missile deployments targeting at Taiwan have continued unabated. In addition to satisfying nationalistic interest, the PRC also has a strong geostrategic rationale in recovering Taiwan. As a “gateway to the Pacific,” Taiwan, if under Chinese possession, would enhance Beijing’s control over surrounding coastal waters such as the Yellow Sea, East China Sea, and South China Sea and strengthen her maritime and naval-force projection capabilities to diminish American (and Japanese) influence in East Asia.

On the other hand, Taiwan, a vibrant democracy, has increasingly emphasized its separate political identity from mainland China, expressing a strong desire for greater political autonomy and international space. Public opinion polls in Taiwan consistently show that an overwhelming majority of the Taiwanese people, roughly 80 percent, is in favor of maintaining the status-quo, that is, neither reunification nor independence. But, 14 percent supports independence while only less than 6 percent of Taiwanese backs reunification with China. It is important to note that the proportion of those supporting
independence has grown tremendously over the last 10 years.\textsuperscript{13} Even President Ma eschews the possibility of near-term political reunification, putting it off to an indefinite future and under the stringent conditions that include “both a democratic China and democratic approval from the people of Taiwan.”\textsuperscript{14}

More importantly, Taiwan’s and China’s lack of confidence toward the United States could lead either actor to misinterpret Washington as siding with its opponent. In September 2011, Beijing, always annoyed by America’s arms sales to Taiwan, protested against the Obama administration’s pending decision to either upgrade Taiwan’s existing F-16 A/B aircrafts or to sell 66 more advanced F-16 C/D fighter jets to the island. At the same time, Taipei charged that Washington has been intentionally delaying the sales of F-16 C/D jets to avoid alienating China and complicating other U.S. priorities requiring Beijing’s cooperation.\textsuperscript{15} Mistrust could fuel suspicion, misperception, and misjudgment, and these could “at any moment plunge Taiwan, China, and the United States into a conflict all want to avoid.”\textsuperscript{16} The presumption that Washington would eventually abandon Taiwan could compel Taipei to take policy actions that are detrimental to regional stability and U.S. interests, such as a declaration of independence or simply succumbing to Beijing. Similarly, since the CCP leadership views Washington as the primary impediment to its reunification with Taiwan, Beijing may initiate military preemption to take over Taiwan and to deter and delay any American interventions in the region.\textsuperscript{17}

**The Main Argument**

This book, therefore, purports to explain the origins of the United States’ Taiwan Strait policy, known as strategic ambiguity. This policy rests on the notion that Washington aims to deter Beijing from militarily coercing reunification with Taiwan by suggesting it might intervene while preventing Taipei from unilaterally declaring independence by revealing it might not support such a move. Because cross-strait war may result out of China’s and Taiwan’s misinterpretations of the United States’ intention, it is necessary to examine the origins of strategic ambiguity policy to understand the ideas and interests behind its inception.

I wish to raise two objections to the prevailing arguments on the subject. First, in contrast to the mainstream position that strategic ambiguity started with the Nixon and Carter administrations in the 1970s,\textsuperscript{18} I posit that policy actually began with the Truman administration at the height of China’s civil war in late 1949 and early
1950. Second, while power politics and the logic of deterrence form a strong basis behind strategic ambiguity, one must not dismiss the liberal normative commitment—the Wilsonian Open Door internationalism—underpinning the inception of that policy. To ignore it would risk attributing America’s motivation to mere materialistic consideration, which would be a gross misrepresentation of Washington’s interest toward China and Taiwan.

Hence, the central question here is: why did President Harry S. Truman and his advisers (Dean Acheson, Livingston Merchant, John Foster Dulles, and Dean Rusk) reject the option, in 1949-50, of recognizing the People's Republic of China and abandoning Taiwan, and, instead, choose to maintain an ambiguous stance between Beijing and Taipei? On October 3, 1949, two days after Mao Zedong’s founding of New China, President Truman remarked that “we should be in no hurry whatever to recognize this regime.”20 According to David McLean, the United States followed a course of policy “clearly at odds with the preferred policies of most other Western and Asian states.”21 In fact, between December 1949 and January 1950, Beijing received diplomatic recognition from the following nations: Britain, Soviet Union, India, Burma, Norway, Israel, Finland, Sweden, Switzerland, Pakistan, Ceylon, and Afghanistan. France, Italy, Australia, Canada, and Japan expressed high desire to follow suit but chose to postpone their decisions pending on Washington’s actions.22

Nevertheless, the Truman administration had, by early 1950, opted for a strategic ambiguity framework predicated on a series of inconsistent formulas: (1) promoting a PRC-Soviet split; (2) denying Taiwan to Communist control; (3) acknowledging Taiwan as part of Nationalist China without foreclosing the idea that the island’s international status remained undetermined; and (4) recognizing the Nationalist regime as the legitimate Chinese government while opposing Chiang Kai-shek’s initiative to retake the mainland. Thus, in contrast to the view that the United States had abandoned Taiwan in January 1950 and reversed its course only after the outbreak of the Korean War on June 25, 1950,23 this study agrees with the earlier findings of John Lewis Gaddis, June Grasso, David Finkelstein, and Robert Accinelli that the Truman administration never gave up on saving the island from a Communist takeover, although the means to that end must be unobtrusive to avoid compromising Washington’s overarching China policy.24 Gaddis wrote, “[At] no point during 1949 and 1950 was Washington prepared to acquiesce in control of the island by forces hostile to the United States…. The problem was to achieve this objective without getting further involved in the Chinese civil war.”25 Though
President Truman and Secretary Acheson were more inclined to defend Taiwan through nonmilitary options, evidence presented in Chapter 5 suggests that they were seriously considering the more proactive interventionist proposals put forward by Rusk and Dulles in early June 1950. The White House’s lack of an affirmative decision on the eve of the Korean War should not be construed as “writing off” Taiwan.

Why Strategic Ambiguity?

From a realist state-centric perspective, however, recognizing Beijing and severing ties with Taipei would also have, or perhaps better, served Washington’s long-term strategic interests. Nancy B. Tucker stressed that an early accommodation or recognition of the People’s Republic of China would bring America strategic gains and benefits, including expediting the Sino-Soviet split, forging a united front with Great Britain, speeding Japan’s economic recovery, and ameliorating the fervor of Asian nationalism that Moscow was so eager to exploit against the Western powers. Although American recognition of the People’s Republic and cutting off relations with Chiang Kai-shek would not drastically modify Mao’s radical worldview and inherent mistrust of the U.S., it would, according to Thomas Christensen, “have prevented the escalation of the Korean War in fall 1950.” Despite its antagonistic feeling toward the Nationalists on Taiwan, Washington remained faithful to the regime until 1979. And, even after recognizing the PRC, the United States has kept unofficial relations with the island, remained committed to its defense, and supported its economic liberalization and political democratization.

This trend prevails in today’s U.S.-China-Taiwan relations as well. In the post-Cold War era, China’s rising stature as an international military and economic heavyweight led Robert Zoellick, the deputy secretary of state under the George W. Bush administration, to urge Beijing to assume the role of a “responsible stakeholder” in the international system. Despite differences with China over its human rights repression, authoritarian governance, military buildups, under-devalued currency, and trade imbalances, Washington needs the PRC’s assistance in curtailing North Korea’s and Iran’s nuclear ambitions, controlling global warming, fighting the war on terrorism, and restoring international economic stability following the 2008 global financial crisis. Since January 2009, the Obama administration also gives high priority to the deepening of bilateral dialogues and cultivation of “positive and constructive” relations with China.
Nonetheless, Taiwan has always been a major obstacle to a smoother Sino-American relationship. Besides strategic ambiguity, the United States has other policy choices to deal with the Taiwan Strait conflict, including staying out, pressing Taiwan to come to terms with Beijing, and supporting Taiwan’s independence. Supporting reunification would be a viable option for Washington to consolidate its relations with Beijing. Certainly, giving up on Taiwan may erode America’s security commitments in East Asia and may also appear appeasing to an authoritarian power. But, if international politics, according to Kenneth Waltz, is about interactions of the great power states, then the costs of sacrificing a smaller state may be less than the benefits of maintaining stable relations between the major powers. “The eradication of this flashpoint [Taiwan],” said Tucker “would instantly and overwhelmingly reduce friction and the risk of accidental clashes between Washington and Beijing. Unification would unquestionably affect some U.S. interests adversely, but not nearly as much as would war between China and the United States.” Consequently, in both the 1949-50 and contemporary eras, national security interests as conceived by realists cannot adequately account for Washington’s strategic ambiguity policy.

Domestic congressional pressure and interest group politics do play important roles. But, as will be demonstrated in my case studies in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, they are only secondary. Foreign policymaking, especially in the realm of security affairs, remains the prerogative of the president and his top executive branch officials. Specifically, America’s liberal ideas assume the important role in shaping the Truman administration’s decision-making toward the Taiwan Strait.

In essence, I argue that strategic ambiguity was chosen and implemented not simply because it helped to deter Taiwan and China from war but also because it resonated with the ideas and norms of Wilsonian Open Door internationalism. This Wilsonian view envisions a united, liberal, and democratic China cooperating with the United States and other allies in maintaining a free liberal international order. Strategic ambiguity, on the one hand, allows Washington to safeguard Taiwan’s freedom and political autonomy from Communist authoritarian control. An autonomous, though not de-jure independent, Taiwan, free from Chinese Communist control, where Taiwanese self-determination and liberal democracy could eventually take roots could act as the “beacon of hope” for China’s democratization. Bruce Gilley noted, “The revival of KMT electoral fortunes in Taiwan after the second presidential term of DPP president Chen Shui-bian [in 2008] could further emphasize the attractions of the Taiwan [democratic]
transition for actors in China.” The lessons for Beijing would be that the Communist Party, like its Kuomintang counterpart, could one day rule again through constitutional electoral processes. Moreover, Taiwan’s dynamic and pluralistic civil society could also be a useful template for China to contemplate as it becomes more integrated into the international liberal economic order.

On the other hand, strategic ambiguity deters Taiwan from challenging China’s sovereignty and territorial integrity. Table 1.1 illustrates that America’s Open Door objectives cannot be attained by either permitting the PRC’s forceful reunification with Taiwan, or supporting Taiwan’s counteroffensive against the mainland (as in the era of Chiang Kai-shek) or an unilateral declaration of independence (as in the era of the late 1990s-2000s) that could rally Chinese nationalist sentiment and strengthen the legitimacy of the Communist regime.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>U.S. Liberal Objectives in the Taiwan Strait</th>
<th>U.S. Policy Options in the Taiwan Strait</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Staying out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan’s Freedom and Autonomy</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China’s Democratization</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The logic goes as follows: should Beijing coerce Taipei into political union, then any signs of liberty and democracy would likely be extinguished on the island, hence strengthening the prestige and authoritarian dominance of the CCP and reducing the hope of democratizing China.

Conversely, if Taipei seeks to attack China or unilaterally declares independence, Beijing would be compelled to tighten its political grip and rally domestic nationalist sentiments in order to keep China’s territorial integrity intact. “The United States,” Christensen contended, “has long-term security and moral interests in the political liberalization of the mainland and that Taiwan’s status as a Chinese democracy—holding out the prospect of unification with the mainland under the right set of conditions—can be a powerful force for liberalization on the mainland.” Yet, if Taiwan rushes into formal independence, it would “retard the hope for political reform on the mainland because democracy would be associated with the breakup of the nation, and political reforms would seem like dupes or even agents of the United States and the Taiwan traitors who declared independence.” Based on these premises, the United States must carefully walk a fine line. Washington cannot abandon or pressure Taiwan to succumb to the PRC’s reunification scheme; it supports neither Taiwan’s endeavors to re-conquer the mainland in the 1950s and 1960s nor its initiative to declare de-jure independence in the 1990s and 2000s.

Strategic ambiguity is ambiguous in its means, not in its ends. The conditions and parameters of American involvement in a cross-strait crisis are necessarily uncertain. The United States could dispatch its troops to defend Taiwan, withdraw its support from the island, or simply sit out of the conflict and wait for the dust to settle. Under that policy, Washington, as the “pivot” in the triangular relations with Beijing and Taipei, engages in dual deterrence. This involves deterring the PRC from coercing reunification with Taiwan by raising the possibility that America will intervene while constraining Taipei from provoking Beijing by suggesting that Washington may forsake Taiwan. The assumption is that since both Taipei and Beijing rely on Washington’s blessing (or, at least, tacit support) for their actions, the ambiguity with respect to the United States’ response in a Taiwan Strait confrontation could complicate their calculations and forestall imprudent behaviors.

However, America’s ultimate objective is clear—a peaceful resolution of the Taiwan Strait conflict in the long and, perhaps, indefinite, future. Either reunification or independence is acceptable for Washington as long as it is derived from mutual, peaceful, and non-coercive process by both parties. If the PRC were to offer a unification
plan that would preserve the island’s autonomy and democratic system and that Taiwan, through its democratic process, accepts it, the United States would find this arrangement favorable to its interest. Strategic ambiguity is, in short, not just a deterrence strategy providing security and stability. It seeks also to realize the Wilsonian Open Door vision of transforming China into a liberal democratic state.

**Signaling American Interests to Both China and Taiwan**

Exploring the origins of and rationale of strategic ambiguity from the Wilsonian liberal traditions is significant because, as mentioned earlier, war between Taiwan and China could still erupt out of either side’s misperception of Washington’s intentions. Yet, reflecting America’s fundamental liberal values, Wilsonian Open Door internationalism would assume an important “signaling function” to both China and Taiwan. James Fearon noted that while wars are costly and risky, they occur because states tend to misrepresent their genuine resolve to gain a better deal from their opponents. So, in the absence of clear signaling, states, ever uncertain of each others’ true intentions, can go to war inadvertently. He also argued that states with strong domestic audiences, such as democracies, which may penalize leaders electorally for bluffing and mishandling foreign policies, would allow them to express their underlying resolve more credibly. Thus, Fearon concluded that a democracy’s stronger domestic signal helps to deter other states during crises and to ameliorate tensions short of war.

In a similar vein, Wilsonianism should signal clearly to both Beijing and Taipei that Washington strives for a peaceful resolution of the cross-Strait conflict, and that neither forceful reunification nor unilateral independence corresponds to its Open Door principles. Therefore, if it is in America’s genuine interest to maintain the status quo until both sides can reach a peaceful and mutually acceptable final solution then neither Beijing nor Taipei should behave belligerently toward each other or second guess United States’ motivation.

The next section will discuss the recognition controversy over the PRC regime in the Truman administration, followed by an examination of the connection between ideas, strategic culture, and foreign policymaking. This chapter concludes by going over briefly the methodological approach used in the case studies and summarizing the main points of each of the subsequent chapters.
The Truman Administration and the Recognition Debate of 1949-50

The U.S. objective with respect to Communist China, as postulated in NSC-34 series and NSC-41, was to promote Chinese Titoism by severing ties between Mao’s CCP and the Soviet Union. Nevertheless, in light of the fact that the Communist Party had, in fall 1949, captured the mainland and become China’s official central government, wouldn’t America’s policy of generating a Sino-Soviet wedge be better served by according formal recognition to Beijing?

After all, as Livingston T. Merchant, the deputy assistant secretary of state for Far Eastern Affairs from 1949-51, said, “By standard international practice, recognition does not imply approval. Recognition is merely the establishment of formal and traditional channels of communication.” In establishing a “basis for official communication and thereby enabling presence of our official representatives,” Merchant believed, Communist China and the United States could more easily square their differences.

Formal diplomatic relations between America and the PRC, however, was only established thirty years later, on January 1, 1979. So, what happened in 1949-50?

The China Lobby

Starting in the 1970s, based on the recently declassified materials from the Truman administration, scholars of Sino-American relations began to assert that Washington had missed a “golden opportunity” to reconcile with the Chinese Communists and normalize relations in the period of 1949-50. One of the explanations for this missed opportunity of rapprochement between the U.S. and PRC is domestic politics, that is, the fierce opposition waged from the China Lobby, or “friends of Chiang Kai-shek.”

According to Ross Koen, the China Lobby, dating from the beginning of the Second World War, “ranged from missionaries expelled from China by the Communists, to businessmen who had large financial stakes in China’s future, military leaders disappointed by the inability of the United States to control events in China after WWII, and members of Congress who found in the China problem a lucrative source of ‘issues’ with which to challenge the [Truman] administration.” These affiliates tended to be politically conservative, fervently anti-Communist, and highly supportive of Chiang Kai-shek and his “mission” of mainland recovery.
Notable individuals in the lobby included publisher Henry Luce, businessmen Alfred Kohlberg and Frederick McKee, Congressman Walter Judd (R-Minnesota), and Senators Robert Taft (R-Ohio), Styles Bridges (R-New Hampshire), Kenneth Wherry (R-Nebraska), Pat McCarran (D-Nevada), William Knowland (R-California), Alexander Smith (R-New Jersey), and Joseph McCarthy (R-Wisconsin). During the 1940s and 1950s, they initiated a series of malicious accusations against academic scholars like Owen Lattimore, and high ranking officials within the State Department, including Foreign Service officers John P. Davies and John S. Service and even Secretaries George Marshall and Dean Acheson, charging them as Communist conspirators for losing China to the CCP.

Despite the earnest desire of President Truman, Secretary Acheson, and Senator Arthur Vandenberg (R-Michigan) to forge a bipartisan foreign policy, these conservative elites and congressional members, motivated partly by politics and partly by anti-Communist and pro-Kuomintang sentiments, threatened to upset the administration’s European Recovery Policy, or the Marshall Plan, arguing that “if Europe, why not China?” Thus, to mobilize domestic support for its containment policy in Europe, the Truman administration ultimately stepped up American assistance to the Nationalists and rejected any working relationships with Beijing. The Communist China, in other words, was a “useful adversary” for Truman to quell domestic oppositions to his foreign policy program. The China Lobby, in sum, was “credited with forcing a reluctant Truman administration to continue aid to Chiang during the Chinese civil war, preventing recognition of the People’s Republic of China and barring it from the United Nations.”

The influence of the China Lobby on the Truman administration, however, has been overrated. To be sure, domestic politics matters, but not to the extent that national security interests will be sacrificed at the expense of placating domestic critics. Even though America has a “strong society and a weak state,” Stephen Krasner contended, foreign security policymaking is usually adopted and implemented by the executive branch, which is relatively insulated from external societal pressures. Indeed, Robert Sutter noted that given the Cold War security structure, China-Taiwan policymaking was largely confined within the executive branch, and it wasn’t until the post-Cold War era that we started to witness a “shift away from the elitism of the past and toward much greater pluralism.”

President Truman, in fact, was a staunch believer in a strong executive on foreign affairs. “I never allowed myself to forget that the
final responsibility [of foreign policymaking] was mine,” he wrote in his memoir. Furthermore, the president emphasized that “under the [U.S.] Constitution, the president is required to assume all responsibility for the conduct of foreign affairs. The president cannot abdicate that responsibility and he cannot turn it over to anyone else.”

Rebutting the Republicans’ allegation that Acheson was a Communist sympathizer and their demand for his resignation, Truman put up a strong defense: “If Communism were to prevail in the world today, as it shall not prevail, Dean Acheson would be one of the first to be shot by the enemies of liberty and Christianity.”

Most importantly, despite the “Red Scare” witch hunt of McCarthyism, the Truman White House remained steadfast in its opposition to Chiang Kai-shek’s counteroffensive campaign and in its willingness to deal with the PRC on a de-facto basis.

In addition, the Truman administration never abandoned the Nationalist regime. Its decision to continue aiding Chiang, through the China Aid Act (1948), resulted neither from the domestic political pressure nor any emotional attachment to the Nationalists. Rather, it was based on the farsighted assessment that the KMT’s survival was the only viable remedy to safeguard Taiwan’s freedom and autonomy from the Communists. Similarly, whether Washington would extend diplomatic recognition to Beijing ultimately depended on the president and his top officials within the State Department, Defense Department, and the National Security Council (NSC). Twentieth century presidents, especially in the period of “post-WWII consensus,” are very skillful and charismatic in shaping public opinion to their advantage.

The chief executive’s power and influence over the public and Congress on the China issue is vividly portrayed by Nancy Tucker:

The Truman administration retained considerable flexibility in formulating and securing approval for its China policy. Should it decide to remain allied to Chiang Kai-shek and abandon effort to reach an accommodation with the mainland regime, emphasizing the fearsome Communist nature of the Chinese government could heighten popular anxiety to the point that Americans would welcome isolation from China. But, if Washington chose to recognize the Chinese Communists, it could capitalize on a widespread willingness to accept relations with the CCP, [utilizing] the academic, business, religious, and journalistic communities to explain to a confused and generally indifferent citizenry and Congress why dealing with the Communist Chinese would serve America’s best interests.
As a result, I contend that in defining the Taiwan Strait policy, the China Lobby’s role was epiphenomenal. The source of the policy of strategic ambiguity must be traced to the executive branch, namely the decision-making process of the president and his top advisers.

**The Truman Administration’s Anti-Communist Stance**

Another perspective contends that it was the Truman administration’s inherent anti-CCP and pro-KMT position that alienated Mao’s new regime, forcing the latter to treat America as an adversary and foreclose all opportunities for a rapprochement. This version of the “lost chance” argument increasingly gained salience in the 1980s, as its proponents lamented that had diplomatic relations been established in 1949-50, hostility and confrontation between Beijing and Washington for the next 30 years could be avoided.

Michael Hunt posited that Mao, recognizing Stalin’s ambitions in China, was never wholeheartedly committed to Moscow. Rather, the chairman “moved relatively slowly and half-heartedly toward meeting Soviet desires.” Moderates within the CCP “recognized the likely limits of Soviet aid, the attractive possibility of American credits, and the importance of unimpeded trade with Japan and the United States.” Moreover, Mao Zedong and Zhou Enlai even approached American officials in May 1949 to tinker with the idea of recognition, but to no avail. The Truman administration’s “cold shoulder” aggravated Mao, who then decided to “lean” to the Soviet side.

A more specific explanation, described by Robert McMahon as the “Cohen-Tucker thesis,” attributed the loss of opportunity to the sudden eruption of the Korean War in June 1950 which rendered Acheson’s plan of accommodation impossible. Warren Cohen discussed how the secretary of state, despite opposition from the congressional China bloc and even his subordinates in the State Department, was determined to improve relations between China and the United States. He argued that Acheson’s goal “was to reach an accommodation with the People’s Republic…. [And] he hoped to encourage the [Beijing] regime to distance itself from the Soviet Union and to recognize the importance of its historic ties to the West.” Throughout 1949 and the first half of 1950, the secretary tried assiduously to restrain the president and his colleagues from taking more belligerent actions toward the CCP. Yet, Acheson’s efforts eventually foundered with North Korea’s invasion of the South on June 25, 1950.

Nonetheless, Cohen noted that in spite of the Korean conflict, President Truman’s distaste for the Chinese Communists also played an
important role in undermining Acheson’s plan. “Truman,” he wrote, “delayed the termination of aid to the Kuomintang and prevented steps that might have led to an early normalization of relations with the Communists.” Hence, if Truman had been more supportive, normalization might have occurred well before June 1950.

By the same token, Tucker, in *Pattern in the Dust*, praised Acheson for his perspicacious and pragmatic view about America’s China policy. She wrote, “Acheson believed that America’s responsibility no longer rested in supporting a discredited [Nationalists] regime, but rather in finding ways to reconcile United States interests with those of the incoming government of China.” According to the secretary, the United States would “increasingly appear obstinate in refusing to adopt a policy [of normalization] which its allies favored.” Moreover, U.S. efforts to oppose the CCP would risk isolating itself from other Asian countries which, in an era of anti-colonial struggles, felt pride in the success of a resurgent China standing up against foreign powers.

Though acknowledging that Truman was not entirely repugnant to the idea of recognition, Tucker shared Cohen’s observation that Truman’s “hesitancy” prompted Acheson to slow down and “delay substantive approaches to Beijing.” The president’s reluctance, in addition to the Korean War, obliterated the secretary’s hope for an early normalization.

In contrast to this “America’s lost chance” view, a revisionist contention posits that given the deep-seated ideological animosity between the United States and Communist China, there never existed any golden opportunity for the CCP and the U.S. to reach an accommodation. Chen Jian, in fact, called the lost chance thesis merely a “myth.” Though there were disputes and disagreements between China and the Soviet Union, cooperation remained the dominant aspect of CCP-Soviet relations in 1949. “The CCP’s confrontation with the United States,” Chen suggested, “originated in the party’s need to enhance the inner dynamics of the Chinese revolution after its nationwide victory.” For Mao and his comrades, the ultimate goal of the Communist revolution was not just the total transformation of the old Chinese state and society but also to restore China’s central position and national power in the international community. Hence, Chen reasoned:

Mao’s approach toward China’s external relations in general and his policy toward the United States in particular became heavily influenced by this primary concern. Throughout 1949-50, the Maoist discourse challenged the values and codes of behavior attached to
“U.S. imperialism,” pointing out that they belonged to the “old world” that the CCP was determined to destroy.73

Because the United States was politically and ideologically hostile to the CCP, Mao argued that improving relations with Washington would allow it to sabotage the Chinese revolution and their objective for national liberation.74

Michael Sheng’s research also attested to the fact that Mao’s anti-American policy resulted from “the fundamental incompatibility between the U.S. and the CCP in terms of both China’s polity and foreign relations.”75 Hence, he wrote, “there was no chance for the U.S. in either 1944-45 or 1948-49 to win over the CCP as a counterweight vis-à-vis the Soviet Union.”76 Likewise, Steven Goldstein said it is not fair to blame the “lost chance” on the United States alone. “The [Communist] Party,” he noted, “had certainly had its problems with Stalin and was not prepared to accept his directions uncritically. But, the central fact remained that in the Communist world there was a powerful tradition of support for the Soviet Union.”77 Like the United States, Beijing was also constrained in what it could do by the “weight of past policies and perceptions, and more immediately, the pressures of domestic public opinion and international commitments.”78 Consequently, even without America’s antipathy to the Chinese Communists, these authors believed that Mao would still reject diplomatic relations with Washington.

Thomas Christensen offered a different argument. Agreeing with Chen, Sheng, and Goldstein, he saw conciliatory moves would not have “changed Mao’s beliefs about America’s opposition to his revolution” for, consistent with his ideology, Mao perceived the United States as the center of imperialism.79 As a result, there was no “lost chance” with respect to any genuine improvement of Sino-U.S. relations in the context of 1949-1950. However, he acknowledged that Mao’s hostility toward Washington still came from the latter’s continued political, economic, and military support of the Kuomintang. Shortly after seizing Nanjing, the capital city of Nationalist China, the CCP chairman stated, “We think that if the United States and Britain can cut off their relations with the KMT, we can consider the question of establishing diplomatic relations with them.”80

Thus, had the U.S. broken its relations with Taiwan, Mao “would have accepted recognition [from the United States], albeit with suspicion and on China’s terms.”81 Recognition would not foster immediate friendship and amity between the PRC and United States but it would, at least, help avoiding the “the disastrous escalation of the Korean War that
occurred when China crossed the Yalu in the fall of 1950.” The failure of preventing that bloody encounter between the United States and Communist China is, for Christensen, the “real lost chance.”

**Liberal Ideas and U.S. Foreign Policymaking in the Taiwan Strait**

The reality always lies somewhere in between. Neither the United States nor the Chinese Communists was entirely accountable for the failure to normalize relations in 1949-50. What Hunt, Chen, Sheng, Goldstein, Christensen, Cohen, and Tucker have failed to capture in their analyses was that there was the mutual, vicious cycle that began with the Truman administration’s inherent disdain for the Chinese Communists, which generated a hostile mentality in dealing with the CCP. The Chinese Communists, in turn, construed all American actions as nothing but willful and imperialistic, hence resorting to antagonistic actions interpreted by Washington as even more aggressive and loathsome.

Essentially, the Truman administration’s unyielding attitude toward the CCP was more than just anti-Communism or a clash of material interests. Simei Qing argued that between 1945 and 1960 the origins of and evolution of U.S.-CCP antagonism was not the “direct result of two sides’ or even one side’s determination to engage in confrontation.” Instead, Sino-American conflicts in those years may be attributed to “fatal misjudgments of each other’s domestic conditions and foreign policy objectives.” She posited, “Cultural visions of modernity and identity in each nation played a critical role in evaluating the other’s intentions and in defining interests and principles in their interactions.”

National interest, in other words, is seldom easily defined. Frequently, decision makers interpret and decide upon foreign policy and grand strategies through the prism of a state’s strategic culture, norms, and identity. This book, therefore, rests upon the position that Washington’s incompatible stance with Beijing stems from its liberal ideational and normative framework that guide foreign policymaking.

David McLean correctly pointed out the importance of American ideology and deeply held “American myths” about China. The major tenet of the myths is embodied in the ideas of the Open Door policy, in which “Americans believed that they were destined to guide the Chinese toward liberal democracy and modernization and to protect them from the predatory ambitions of other powers.” Officials within the Truman administration, including Secretary of State Dean Acheson, believed in a monolithic world Communist menace, and that Mao’s Chinese Communists were “mere tools and clients of Moscow.”
Truman and Acheson, as will be shown in Chapter 3, both held the view that the United States was China’s only and true friend, for it “has sought to preserve the integrity and independence of [that country], has opposed the seeking of special rights and privileges and has taken the lead in renouncing extraterritorial privilege.” Based on this Open Door conception, the Truman administration saw the “immense reservoir of friendly feeling all over China toward the U.S.”

This China myth is reinforced in Acheson’s Letter of Transmittal in the China White Paper of August 1949, in which he stressed that the CCP would only be an aberration in China’s political development, born merely from the Chinese people’s antipathy toward the Nationalist regime. Communism is, in short, at odds with Chinese “democratic individualism,” and Mao’s government would soon be overthrown by the Chinese people.

Hence, in contrast to the Cohen-Tucker thesis, I would argue that Acheson was just as opposed to an early recognition of the PRC as Truman. The president’s aversion toward the CCP might have mattered little had Acheson been prepared to “pull the president in the direction of accommodation with Beijing,” yet the secretary’s support for recognition was halfhearted at best. My case studies illustrate that Acheson would propose recognition conditional on Beijing’s moderation of policy and its political zeal. A policy of hasty accommodation went against the China myths or the “American grain.” To preserve the goodwill of the Chinese people and avoid rallying nationalist support for the Chinese Communists and hatred against the United States, Acheson and Truman agreed that aiding and defending the Nationalists on Taiwan must be done cautiously and covertly. Taiwan’s freedom and autonomy should be safeguarded without directly impinging upon China’s sovereign claim over the island.

The NSC-37 series, examined in Chapters 4 and 5, explicitly advocated denying Taiwan (Formosa) to the Chinese Communists through “diplomatic and economic means,” because “the employment of U.S. [military] forces on Formosa would enable the Chinese Communists to rally support to themselves as defenders of China’s territorial integrity and handicap [America’s] efforts to exploit Chinese irredentist sentiments with respect to Soviet actions in Manchuria, Mongolia and Xinjiang.” The ambiguity, then, was necessary in order to drive a wedge between Beijing and Moscow and, hence, promoting the Open Door policy of making China free from the Soviet influence.
President Woodrow Wilson and the Open Door Policy toward China

Chapter 3 focuses on Woodrow Wilson’s liberal thoughts, his conception of China’s Open Door, and how that impacted Truman’s Taiwan Strait policy. It is, nonetheless, important to provide here a background sketch of the Open Door policy, originally enunciated during the McKinley administration in 1899-1900.

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, China, under the reign of the declining and enervated Qing (Manchu) Dynasty, had suffered repeatedly from humiliating defeats in wars with the European powers and, most recently, with Japan in the Sino-Japanese War of 1894-95. The imperialist powers, including Japan, Great Britain, Belgium, Netherlands, Russia, Germany, and France, took advantage of China’s weakness by extracting from her unequal treaties demanding reparations, treaty ports, railroad concessions, territories, extraterritoriality, administrative rights, and investment privileges, essentially turning the Asian continent into “spheres of influence.”

George Kennan recounted:

At the end of 1897 and the beginning of 1898 there was a real and justifiable fear that China would be partitioned. It was in those months that the Russians made evident their determination to have a special position in Manchuria, including a naval base at Port Arthur and a commercial port at the present Dairen, both to be connected by railway with the new Trans-Siberian; that the Germans consolidated their control over the port of Jiaozhou and their influence in the Shandong peninsula; and that the French, coming up from the south, from the present Indochina, successfully negotiated with the Chinese government for the lease of a port, for railroad concessions, for the appointment of a French citizen as head of the Chinese postal services, and for other favors.

Ironically, Great Britain, which saw the powers’ insatiable scrambling for spheres and economic concessions as detrimental to her commercial interests in China, approached Washington and tried to persuade the McKinley administration to dispatch the Open Door notes.

Preoccupied by the war with Spain, President William McKinley was only lukewarm to the idea, but Secretary of State John Hay gave the proposition a much more serious thought. “[Hay] knew little if anything about China; he had never been there,” wrote Kennan, “But, he thought that we were unwise not to be sympathetic to the British in a situation where we might help them and perhaps thereby build up a sort of diplomatic credit on which we could draw later.” Furthermore, the missionaries, business community, and the diplomatic bureaucrats in the
State Department also lobbied incessantly for America’s greater involvement in China, lest that Oriental state would be carved up entirely by the avaricious imperial powers.\textsuperscript{96}

By the end of summer in 1899, the British Foreign Office was no longer interested in the Open Door policy, apparently as a result of gaining new railway concessions from the Chinese government. Nonetheless, Hay remained enthusiastic, and, with the help of W.W. Rockhill, a State Department expert on the Far East, and Alfred Hippisley, an Englishman working in China’s Maritime Customs Service, he sent out the first Open Door note on September 6, 1899, urging the great powers to respect “equal commercial opportunities” and nondiscrimination against trade of other countries within their spheres of influence.\textsuperscript{97} It is important to note that John Hay, in the first note, acquiesced to the spheres of influence policy pursued by the imperialists. “His objectives were limited,” argued Raymond Esthus, “for [the secretary] had no illusions about the inability of the United States to prevent the erection of spheres of influence.”\textsuperscript{98}

Although the responses to the first note from the various governments were “tepid,” at best, Hay was pleased and quickly announced that he had received “satisfactory assurances from all the powers and that he regarded them as ‘final and definitive.’”\textsuperscript{99} China’s problem, however, was exacerbated in 1900, as the Boxer Rebellion, a violent and fanatical anti-foreigner movement inspired by the Qing government, led to much destruction of foreign properties and lives. The incident not only gave the great powers excuse to wage a joint military expedition against Beijing but also allowed them to demand further and harsher concessions and compensations for their loss. Seeing China in deep disarray and anarchy, its political independence in jeopardy, and territory on the edge of total dismemberment, Hay issued the second Open Door note on July 3, 1900, calling the powers for restraint and declaring that the policy of the United States is to “preserve Chinese territorial and administrative entity.”\textsuperscript{100}

In actuality, Kennan stressed, neither the Open Door notes of 1899 nor 1900 had much “practical effect” on the foreign governments. “There was little reason to expect that things would be otherwise,” he said.\textsuperscript{101} America’s international power at the turn of the twentieth century, while growing, was, still relatively weaker than Great Britain, and, at the very most, at parity with other emerging states such as Germany, Russia, and Japan. As a result, the Open Door policy lacked sufficient force of backing, although its “moral” underpinning could not be overtly rejected by any of the imperialist states. In addition, the Chinese government’s own blunder for agitating the Boxer Rebellion
was “bound to lead to a net increase, rather than decrease, in the
authority exerted by foreign governments in China.” As the indemnities
demanded reached astronomical levels, Beijing was forced to increase
borrowing from the great powers, thereby placing its political
independence as collateral for financial solvency.

To Hippsley and Rockhill, then, the Boxer Rebellion meant the
“breakup of China” or the “end of the Open Door.” Even Hay
eventually backed away from supporting China’s territorial and
administrative integrity. In November 1900, the McKinley
administration was aiming to obtain a naval base on the coast of Fujian
province. “The matter was soon dropped,” wrote Esthus, “but not before
Hay suffered the embarrassment of being reminded by Japan of the
recent American statement in support of China integrity.”

Although the subsequent administrations of Theodore Roosevelt and
William H. Taft adhered to the Open Door policy, it was clear that
China’s interests were expendable. To foster a satisfactory conclusion of
peace between Russia and Japan in 1905, President Roosevelt suggested
that Manchuria be carved into two spheres, one for Japan and one for
Russia. While Manchuria was nominally restored to China, the Russians
and Japanese held such extensive rights there that Chinese sovereignty
in the area remained seriously impaired. Believing in realpolitik,
Roosevelt personally had great respect for Japan’s “paramount interest”
in Manchuria, seeing the new Asian power in more favorable terms than
the primitive Chinese empire. Both the president and his secretary of
state, Elihu Root, shared the view that “every effort should be made to
make advocacy of the Open Door and integrity of China compatible
with friendship with Japan. If they had felt compelled to choose between
Japan’s friendship and China’s interests, there is little doubt that they
would have opted for Japan.”

Though harboring a more anti-Japanese stance than its predecessor,
the Taft administration was unable to make much progress in helping
China. Through its “dollar diplomacy,” Taft and Secretary of State
Philander Knox sought to increase American financial and investment
activities in China to counterbalance the other powers. However, Knox’s
“neutralization” plan of 1909-10 to place all the railways of Manchuria
under international control faced rock-solid opposition from Japan,
Great Britain, and Russia. The Taft administration, according to
Warren Cohen, soon realized that “if [the United States] hoped to
increase their economic stake in China, if [it] hoped to assist in the
modernization of China, if it hoped in any way to check Japanese
exploitation of China, it would have to be through cooperation with
Japan.” Consequently, Washington decided to participate in the six-
power financial consortium (including Great Britain, Japan, Russia, Germany, and France) to cooperate with the “imperialists” in providing administrative and railroad construction loans to China’s newly established republic in 1912.

By working in tandem with other imperialist powers, nonetheless, the Taft administration was effectively “co-opted” into the “league of predators.” In the wake of China’s 1911 revolution in overthrowing the Qing Dynasty, the Chinese were appalled to discover the Taft White House was “committed to withholding recognition from the nascent republic until its consortium partners were ready to act.” Taft’s offensive had, accordingly, given in to “concerted” action with the great powers.

The inauguration of the Wilson administration in March 1913 marked a clear departure from the previous McKinley, Roosevelt, and Taft administrations. President Woodrow Wilson’s unwavering defense of the Open Door in China derived from his unilateral withdrawal from the financial consortium, immediate recognition of the Chinese Republic, and challenging Japan at every turn possible to get her assurance of maintaining China’s political and territorial integrity. “I feel so keenly the desire to help China,” said the president, “that I prefer to err in the line of helping that country than otherwise.” Wilson’s commitment to progressivism both at home and abroad, in the words of Jerry Israel, “did manage to carve out...a unique Far Eastern personality.”

Unlike Hay, McKinley, Roosevelt, Root, Taft, and Knox, the president and his minister to China, Paul Reinsch, shared the perception that “America would build a permanent Open Door by remaking China in its own image, using forms and designs successful at home.” Like Wilson, Secretary of State William Jennings Bryan celebrated the creation of the Republic of China, as he sent an encyclopedia on Thomas Jefferson to Yuan Shikai, the Republican China’s first president, greeting him with the “hope that this ‘awakening’ might produce a ‘United States of China.’”

Woodrow Wilson was setting an “independent” course of action on China by upholding her territorial and political integrity and by spreading liberal democratic values to awaken that ancient civilization. In other words, his “crusading” liberal vision for the world in general and China in particular revitalized the petrified Open Door policy of the Roosevelt and Taft administrations. This study does not claim that the Wilson administration had no “material” incentives in helping China. Daniel Crane and Thomas Breslin accurately pointed out that Wilson’s unilateral withdrawal from the consortium, recognition of
the Chinese Republic, and support for the authoritarian Yuan Shikai regime were also due to the president’s hope in gaining political and economic advantage for the United States in China.\textsuperscript{114} Foreign policymaking can never be divorced from crude power calculations. Yet, there is no doubt that America’s liberal tradition and culture have had a profound and even “exceptional” effect on its external behavior.\textsuperscript{115} In fact, realists have condemned Wilsonianism for giving American foreign policy an overly crusading character which undermines U.S. national interest.\textsuperscript{116}

Warren Cohen described the contrast between the Wilson administration and its predecessors:

[President] Wilson’s handling of American policy toward China indicated less concern for power politics than Roosevelt had shown and less concern for Wall Street than Taft had shown. From missionary sources, he had learned of China’s surge toward modernization and he was determined to offer the Chinese the disinterested assistance of the United States. He was aware of the role played by European and Japanese imperialism in China, and if he could not reform those imperialists, he could disassociate the United States from their policies.\textsuperscript{117}

While Wilson, in the Paris Peace Conference in 1919, had to bow to the reality of international politics by yielding to Japan on her interest in Shandong province, the president believed that without the participation of Japan or any of the other major powers, the League of Nations “would be [nothing] but a rump organization.” Based on his principle of collective security, Wilson thought that the injustices done to China would be rectified in the League of Nations. On September 23, 1919, in a speech delivered at Salt Lake City, Wilson said:

I am not going to stop my fellow citizens, to discuss the Shandong provision in all its aspects, but what I want to call your attention to is that just so soon as this covenant [for the League of Nations] is ratified, every nation in the world will have the right to speak out for China…. This is the only way to serve and redeem China…. [By] being parties to that arrangement [the League], we can insist upon the promise of Japan—the promise which the other governments have not matched—that she will return to China immediately all sovereign rights within the province of Shandong.\textsuperscript{118}

In sum, for Woodrow Wilson, U.S. liberalism and the League of Nations are means to maintain the Open Door in China. Though the president lost his League fight to the Senate Republicans and
isolationists, his ideas and normative commitment to China’s modernization, independence, and democratization became institutionalized, affecting the thinking and perception of future administrations’ China policy.

Robert Keohane and Judith Goldstein posited that ideas matter for foreign policy, serving as world views, principled beliefs, and causal beliefs. Together, they affect policymakers’ conception and understanding of national interests. "Whatever the reason for the enactment of a policy idea," they wrote, "the choice itself has long-lasting implications and once ideas become embedded in rules and norms, they constrain public policy." Once a strategic or policy choice is selected by politicians, it has long-term ramifications. Being legitimated and institutionalized, policy ideas leave vestiges, as they constrain the options for future politicians. The Wilsonian Open Door internationalism is defined in terms of three components: (1) maintaining equal opportunities of trade and commerce with China; (2) defending China’s political independence and territorial integrity; and (3) promoting a strong, united, and liberal democratic China.

Wilsonian Open Door Internationalism and the Recognition Issue, 1949-50

This book’s argument stresses that Wilsonian Open Door internationalism precluded Washington from recognizing Mao’s China. In 1949-50, a seemingly radical regime openly swearing allegiance to Leninist-Marxism and advocating for a worldwide revolutionary struggle against Western nations was not acceptable in that system of ideas. While the Truman administration supported the promotion of Chinese Titoism and a Sino-Soviet split, evidence indicated that President Truman opposed giving full and prompt recognition to the PRC, insisting that the Chinese Communists must first tone down their radical political orientations. Truman’s acceptance to an engagement policy of China (NSC-34/1, NSC-34/2 and NSC-41) was, therefore, the best he could agree to.

Similarly, though Dean Acheson wanted to reconcile with the CCP, he was by no means eager to recognize Beijing. The secretary wanted to approach the Chinese Communist regime in a gradualist manner. Writing to Edmund Clubb, the consul general of Beijing, Acheson warned that the basis for establishing relations depended on the Communist regime’s “respect for treaty [and international] obligations.” Hence, by the end of 1949, the Truman administration already ruled out recognition as a viable policy, insisting that eventually
Mao’s regime would either be overthrown or forced to mollify its ideological radicalism.

**Wilsonian Open Door Internationalism and Strategic Ambiguity**

On the other side of the recognition controversy is the Taiwan issue. As reflected in the views of Merchant, Dulles, and Rusk, Washington had a “moral obligation” to protect the interests, freedom, and autonomy of the Formosans from Beijing’s tyrannical threats.\(^{122}\) To this end, President Truman and Secretary Acheson also concurred. But, to preserve China’s territorial unity and integrity, in line with the Open Door principle, they would not endorse formal Taiwan independence or explicit U.S. intervention to save the island.

Instead, they would press the Nationalist government, through diplomatic and economic assistance, to reform its administration and to strengthen Taiwan’s defense. A free Taiwan, as Dulles posited on April 21, 1950, would serve “a concrete example [to Mainland China] of a better way to economic improvement and national and individual freedom than through Communism.”\(^{123}\) Strategic ambiguity is, therefore, based on this Open Door notion that until Communism is fully discarded in China, America must continue its liberal engagement policy to draw her closer toward democratic values. Taiwan, short of de-jure independence, must be preserved against the CCP’s invasion in order to maintain its freedom and political autonomy.

**Methodology**

The research design for the case studies in Chapters 3 to 5 relies on qualitative analysis. In the words of Alexander George and Andrew Bennett, a case is “an instance of class of events, which refers to a phenomenon of scientific interest, such as revolution, types of government regimes, kinds of economic systems, or personality types that the investigator chooses to study with the aim of developing a theory regarding the causes of similarities or differences among instances of that class of events.”\(^{124}\) Process tracing, in particular, is a useful method in drawing inferences from small-N case studies. It helps to identify the complex “intervening causal chain and mechanism” between the Truman administration’s normative commitment to Wilsonianism and its Taiwan Strait policy.\(^{125}\)
Plan of the Book

Chapter 2 focuses on the contemporary issues and debates with respect to the strategic ambiguity policy, emphasizing specifically the period from Nixon’s opening of China in 1972 to the Obama administration. It will look at the one-China principle as embodied in the three U.S.-China Joint Communiqués (1972, 1978, and 1982), the Taiwan Relations Act (1979), and the Six Assurances (1982). The Taiwan Strait crises of 1954-55, 1958, 1995-96, and 2003-06 will be examined in order to draw the connections between Wilsonian Open Door internationalism and the implementation of strategic ambiguity in the Eisenhower, Clinton, and Bush administrations. Lastly, the ECFA’s security implications on U.S.-China-Taiwan relations will also be analyzed.

Chapter 3 elaborates on the Wilsonian Open Door internationalism, its history, its essential belief components, and its conception of America’s national interest in the Taiwan Strait. Primary sources and documents from the Woodrow Wilson administration are used to demonstrate the president’s deep commitment to China’s Open Door. Then, the case study looks at how President Truman and Secretary Acheson, following Wilson’s idea, aimed to promote a united, strong, and democratic China under the leadership of Chiang Kai-shek, only finding the Nationalist regime too weak and corrupt to take the responsibility. Yet the president and, especially, the secretary were relentless in pursuing a Chinese Titoist policy, seeking to split Beijing from Moscow and to foster anti-CCP sentiments among the Chinese people.

Chapters 4 and 5 will focus on the Truman administration’s Taiwan policy, and its interests in an autonomous Taiwan, free from China’s civil war. However, Washington, to prevent antagonizing China, emphasized discreetness in separating the island from mainland’s control. Individuals such as Livingston Merchant, John Foster Dulles, and Dean Rusk played extremely important roles in making the moral and legal justifications to defend Taiwan. Chapter 6 concludes the study by offering some assessments on the future trajectories of U.S. Taiwan Strait policy, its continuities and possible changes.
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